Week beginning 11th May 2020

Dan and Emily from One Life Music provided us with Weekly Worship and Song
at home and at school. Father Jonathan Veasey read to us from St John’s Gospel
Chapter 14: ‘Peace Be With You’. He then talked to us about how Jesus instils
peace in us and how we can be guided by inner peace. Dan and Emily offered
beautiful linking songs that we were able to join in with. Many of our families
are enjoying this weekly worship as it provides focus, reflection and time for
prayer.

We shared Bible stories and talked about the messages Jesus shared through
scripture. We also painted some scenes from the Bible.

KS1 learnt more about the value of money; they added coins together to make
totals to pay for items. They also looked at different sequences of patterns. KS2
investigated number patterns, angles, properties of shapes and problem solving.

In our Science work KS1 learnt about the senses, Years 3 and 4 looked at the
digestive system and Years 5 and 6 looked at the function of bones in the
skeleton.

On Wednesday 13th May 2020 we honoured Mary, Our Lady of Fatima, with a
‘mini May Procession’ dedicated to our school Patron Saint.
Despite not being together this year as a whole school family, children who were
in school enjoyed leading the Rosary, crowning Mary, placing flowers at her
statue and preparing party food fit for a feast day. Our whole school and parish
communities were remembered in our prayers.

We made a decoration for our rooms at home which included cutting and fine
motor skills. It was fiddly but really good for resilience and perseverance skills.

We really enjoyed team building tasks with Mr Lewis. We were grateful for
good weather so that we could be outside on our lovely field.

Cxxxx has really been enjoying learning odds/evens and more or less using her
100 square at home. She also enjoys the activities on Doodle too. We miss this
smile in school….

